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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The New York City Department of Parks and Recreation commissioned an archaeological testing program

at Rufus King Park associated with improvements done in relation to a fence project. This report presents

the results of that work. Research questions focussed on several themes; outbuildings, features,

landscape, seventeenth-century use, and prehistory. Testing took the form of probing, shallow and shovel

testing, and monitoring.

The only feature identified during testing was a series of mortared bricks directly behind, and likely

related to, the summer kitchen section of the house. The top of the feature was exposed and there will

be no further disturbance of the feature during the fence project. Testing also revealed the property

contains about two feet of twentieth century fill. Both the modern fill and the historic deposits beneath

it show a concentration of activity to the east of the house. Although no structural remains associated

with a building mapped in 1842 were found during the fence project, the impacts and testing associated

with the fence project were limited. Therefore the vicinity of that former structure is still considered

archaeologically sensitive. Although one possible prehistoric artifact was recovered during testing, its

identification was dubious and it was found in a modern fill deposit. Therefore testing has shown a lack

of evidence of prehistoric site use.

No adverse impacts to archaeological resources will result from the fence project. However two key

areas were identified during this project as still containing archaeological potential related to known

information, the bluestone walk behind the house and the area between it and the summer kitchen and

the area east of the house where a building was mapped in 1842.
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INTRODUCTION

The New York City Department of Parks and Recreations is in the process of conducting several

improvements at Rufus King Park in Jamaica, Queens which involve excavations of various types in the

vicinity of the Manor House, a New York City landmark and a National Register of Historic Places site.

Some of the impacts from these improvements were deemed to have the potential to affect archaeological

resources. Therefore the a program of archaeological testing was prepared and conducted. The results

of that fieldwork are presented in this report. The archaeological scope of work is attached as Appendix

A.

Impacts from this initial phase of improvements are fairly minimal and include below ground disturbances

related mainly to fence post excavations. In fact, the project is generally referred to as the security fence

project. The locations of the project impacts are depicted on Figure 1, the site plan. The specific

impacts are:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1) Installation of a new fence - posts in concrete piers 3' deep and l' wide, 3 gates
will create below ground disturbances 4.5' deep and 3.5' wide.

2) Relocation of a portion of the existing temporary construction fence - fence posts
will be driven down about 3' or set in concrete, as soil conditions dictate.

3) Installation of 5 signs - posts will be set in concrete l ' wide to a depth of 3.5'.

4) Installation of a bluestone on concrete walk behind house - excavated to 8".

5) Installation of a stabilized screenings walk to and from Comfort Station - edging
will reach a depth of 3 ", walk will be excavated down 1 - 2" and I - 2" of fill
added.

6) Planting of three trees west of the house - root ball will be up to 5'.

7) Installation of a placque - base of excavation at 1.5' below pavement, location not yet
known.

Although no archaeological documentary study has been conducted of the park, several previous

archaeological and historic reports have been prepared and were reviewed to determine if or where

archaeological deposits may survive. The site history and background on archaeological potential are

presented in the following section of this report.

This report was prepared for Gazebo Contracting Inc. by Linda Stone. Archaeological services were
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initially subcontracted to Charles Hoelzer & Sons Fence Corporation and later to Gazebo Contracting Inc.

The archaeological fieldwork described in this report was conducted by Linda Stone with the assistance

of Patience Freeman and Shelly Spritzer. Shovel testing was conducted on several days between

September 10 and October 17, 1996. Monitoring of contractor excavations was done sporadically from

March 19, 1997 to June 17, 1997.
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SITE HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL

Rufus King was a prominent politician during the early years of our country. Among his

accomplishments, he was a delegate to the Continental Congress and the Constitutional Convention. To

that end, he was a framer and signatory of the Constitution. He was also one the first senators from the

state of New York and served three terms in the senate. He also served as minister to Great Britain and

later as ambassador.

For a man with such a public life, relatively little is known about the history of his home in Jamaica,

Queens, purchased in 1805 and his residence from 1806 until his death in 1827. The house remained

in the King family until the end of the 19th century when the property was sold to Jamaica Village which

later incorporated into New York City at which time the King property came under the Parks Department

jurisdiction. The house is still standing. It was restored in the early 1990s and is now home to the King

Manor Museum, dedicated to interpreting the life and times of Rufus King.

When King purchased the Jamaica farm in 1805, there was already a modest house standing on it as well

as at least one other small residence. The original house was built by sometime around 1730, although

the exact date of construction and location of the building are not known (Venables 1989:9). It is

believed the central portion of the existing structure is the earliest element of the house, although it was

probably located elsewhere on the property. The western half of the main portion of the house was

constructed in about 1755. Other structures which may have been on the property at the time King

purchased it, and in the vicinity of the fence project impacts, are not known. After King purchased the

property, the primary addition was added, the eastern part of the main portion of the house. King

continued adding to the house and by 1810 enlarged the dining room in the main house, perhaps

relocating the original building directly behind it, and he also may have added the summer kitchen to the

rear (Gibson Bauer Associates, Johannson and Walcavage 1985:3.3.4, Hibbard 1992:L,M). Exact dates

of construction and locations of some of these alterations are elusive. Part of the challenge for

archaeology has been to address some of the inconsistencies or unknowns within the documentary record.

One consistency among the earlier historical and archaeological reports is that the location and use of all

historic outbuildings is not known (Cotz 1984:8). There is no information about possible seventeenth

century occupation or use of the site. Evidence of leather tanning from this period may exist buried "in

the rear and side yards" (Cotz 1984:6). An early-nineteenth-century building, documented to the east

3
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of the house, may have served as the original Parks Department comfort station (Cotz 1984: 13, Grossman

1991 :9-10). Historic map data was reevaluated and some depth probes placed in the possible location

of this building to document the western extent (Grossman 1991:13-14,21,fig.9). Figure 2 IS a

reproduction of the 1842 Johnson Map depicting the outbuilding to the east of the Manor house. The

current plans may impact the eastern extent of this building as well as the area to its north and south.

The area to the south may have had previous below ground disturbances from the installation of an "open

sewerage vault" (Cotz 1984: 14).

In addition to the Manor house and outbuildings, the use of the landscape changed under King's tenure

to a more intensive working farm which was maintained, after his death, through the mid-century after

which a steady decline was documented (Cotz 1984: 10). Rufus King was an avid gardener and

horticulturist. The Historic Structures and Landscape Report for Rufus King Manor found "no plans for

the development of King's land or for the layout of individual gardens ... nor. .. any evidence that King

consulted a 'landscape gardener' in laying out the grounds" (Gibson Bauer Associates, Johannson and

Walcavage 1985:3.1.2.7). That report goes on to say "the area in front of the house became a lawn, and

King's account book mentions 'the lawn west of my house'" (ibid.). The property had an apple orchard

prior to King's purchase. King added other fruit trees and well as a variety of local and other trees and

plants to transform "the property from a working farm to a country manor" (Grossman 1991 :iv, Venables

1989: 15-16). However specific locations are not identified.

The planned impacts from the fence project were determined to have the potential to provide answers to

questions associated with the King Manor house, historic outbuildings and features such as wells and

cisterns, landscape features and use, 17th century property use, and prehistoric period use.

As described above, the construction dates of various building elements are not known. Additionally,

it is believed that King moved the original ca. 1730 structure around to the back of the main house

creating an "L" shaped structure (Post 1973 :#7). The available documentation also indicates the property

may contain archaeological remains of buildings for which there is no historic documentation. Analysis

of the previous archaeological testing in the area of a known early-19th-century building indicates

archaeological evidence of this structure may lie below the surface in the area of planned impact to the

east of the house (Grossman 1991:21-22). The use ofthis building as well as its date of construction is

not known.

4
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It is known that King had at least one cistern, although the location is unknown (Gibson Bauer Associates,

Johannson and Walcavage 1985:3.1.2.5). The archaeological testing could reveal its location, excavation

of the cistern could provide information on the residents not available from other sources. The

combination of results from the proposed testing could provide data on usage of the tested areas of the

property and compare them with the existing body of data on the Rufus King Park property. It has been

well documented that King was an avid gardener and horticulturist. However no plans of his gardens

exist. Therefore, this data could only be obtained archaeologically. Archaeological data predating the

King period may also exist within the project impact areas. Speculation that archaeological evidence of

leather tanning may be found to the west and north of the house was presented in the Archaeological

Sensitivity Model report (Cotz 1984:6). Furthermore, although stratified prehistoric archaeological sites

are rare and there are no well known documented prehistoric archaeological sites in Queens, there are

indications such evidence may be found in Rufus King Park (Grossman 1991 :Ap.B:8, Platt 1991).

Therefore any data on prehistoric site use or occupation would be important not only for the site, but for

the wider area as well.

5
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Understanding the gaps in the history of the house and property in the areas of planned disturbances

provided an opportunity to create some broad research questions as well as some specific questions to

guide the archaeological work (see Appendix A). Certainly the disturbance in the location of the

outbuilding between the house and Comfort Stations shown on the 1842 Johnson Map was a concern.

Also possible identification of leather tanning features on the western and northern sides of the house

mentioned in the Archaeological Sensitivity. Model report needed consideration. Another major item of

concern within the impact areas was the identification of a cistern.

The testing program at Rufus King Park associated with the fence project involved three field techniques

applied to address the particular research potential of specific impact areas; depth probes, shovel testing,

and monitoring. The intensity of testing was highest in area of highest archaeological potential and lowest

in areas of low archaeological potential. Table 1 provides a summary of the testing recommended and

conducted within the impact areas from the Rufus King Park fence project.

Table 1 Testing Proposed and Completed as Part of the
Rufus King Park Fence Project

AREA OF TESTING PROPOSED TEST TYPE COMPLETED TEST TYPE

Temporary construction fence shovel tests shovel tests

New security fence, entire shovel tests shovel tests
perimeter

New security fence, eastern side probing probing, shovel tests

Bluestone walk, handicapped shallow tests, monitoring shallow tests, monitoring
access ramp

Stabilized screenings walk monitoring monitoring

Tree plantings none monitoring

Gate signs at park entrances monitoring monitoring

Gate signs at new security fence none monitoring

Service entrance sign shovel test shovel test

Plaque monitoring none

Depth probes were recommended for part of the proposed new fence to locate the remains of the early-

6
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19th-<:entury building to the east of the house. Like the Grossman testing strategy, lines of probes were

to be placed to cross possible building remains.

The proposed shallow testing strategy could identify the location of the cistern. The shovel testing could

find features associated with leather tanning, if they exist. Identification of currently unknown buildings

was also a possibility with shovel testing. The use of areas of the historic landscape in relation to living

space could be addressed in a minimal way, should areas of high or low artifact density or differing

temporal assemblages be identified in various sides of the house. No systematic study of prehistoric

archaeological potential has been made for the park. However documentation of stray finds within

construction areas to the south and west of the house was reported (Platt 1991). Although it is not known

if these were from indigenous soils or from fill brought from another location. Previous testing resulted

in the recovery of three fragments of "possible prehistoric ceramic" from a test off the northwest corner

of the house (Grossman 1991:Ap.B:8). Therefore it seems possible that prehistoric artifacts may be

found within the park. Questions regarding the historic landscape of Rufus King Park such as plantings

and their locations could not likely be answered by the type of testing within impact areas from the below

ground disturbances created by most of this project.

I
I
I

Monitoring of excavations for the stabilized screenings walk to and from the Comfort Station and the

bluestone walk to the rear of the house was determined to be the most efficient way to evaluate those

areas. The extremely shallow disturbances of the stabilized screenings walk would likely contain only

modern debris. The slightly deeper disturbance from the bluestone walk had potential to contain earlier

material. The clearing or skimming of the surface might also be expected to reveal evidence of historic

landscape features such as trees or gardens, or remains from Native American occupation.

Archaeological documentation of any such features was recommended.I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Field Testing

The probing technique involved inserting a four foot long metal rod into the soil and measuring the depth

attained. Probes were inserted at six inch intervals along three transects designed to cover more than the

footprint of the historic structure depicted to the east of the manor house on the 1842 map.

Differential shovel test intervals were used based on expected findings as described in the previous

archaeological report. The previous archaeological testing identified a low density of cultural material

in the shovel tests conducted to the rear of the house (Grossman 1991:23). However, rear yards are

7
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historically known for their likelihood of containing archaeological remains. While a low density of

cultural material was identified, those tests were in a line with the western side of the house rather than

in an east-west line behind it as planned for the fence project. Additionally, a low density of material

remains from historic occupation was expected to the west and south, since these areas reportedly were

lawns during the King tenure. Therefore shovel testing was recommended to be more intensive along

the new fence line to the rear of the house, west of the asphalt path, and less intensive to the front and

sides. A fifteen foot testing interval was recommended to the rear of the house and a twenty-five foot

interval to the front and sides. The excavation for the bluestone walk to the rear of the house had

potential to reveal evidence of the former building extension shown on mid-19th century maps (see Figure

2) as well as a cistern. A series of close interval shallow shovel tests was recommended for that area.

A line of tests with six foot centers excavated to 8", the planned impact depth, was expected to find these

features if they exist. The earlier archaeological work identified stratified historic deposits in tests near

the Comfort Station (Grossman 1991 :22). Therefore a higher intensity of shovel testing was

recommended for the new fence locations from the Comfort Station north to the asphalt walk and the

security fence south from comfort station. However as the location of the fences approach the southern

asphalt path the intensity of testing was decreased because of the proximity to the front yard where

archaeological potential was low. Ten foot shovel test intervals were recommended in the higher intensity

areas with fifteen foot intervals closer to the asphalt path.

Immediately prior to testing, the contractor marked the impact areas from the fence posts with spray

paint, thus providing potential shovel test locations. The shovel tests were about one to one and a half

feet in diameter and excavated to the depth of non-artifact bearing subsoil, or the limit of the

methodology, to evaluate the nature of the soils and the presence or absence of archaeological remains.

All soils excavated from the shovel tests were screened through 1/4 inch mesh for the recovery of

artifacts. Soils, stratigraphy and artifact inclusions were recorded on forms. The shovel test stratigraphy

is attached as Appendix B. Changes in soil color or texture were recorded as separate levels. Soil color

descriptions were made using comparisons to the Munsell Soil Color Charts. Shovel test locations were

mapped on the site plan. Photodocumenration and drawings were done as appropriate.

Artifact Processing

Artifacts known in the field to be non-diagnostic modern materials or to be associated with modern fill

deposits were noted in the field records but generally either sampled or not retained. Retained artifacts

were also marked on these forms. All artifacts listed on the field records are included in the stratigraphy

8
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summary (see Appendix B).

All recovered artifacts were washed and rinsed in tap water and left to air dry before labelling and

rebagging in clean 4-mil zip-lock bag. Most artifact categories, with the main exception being metal,

were individually labelled with the provenience. Provenience labels contained the project location

abbreviation (RKP), the test number and stratum from which it came, separated by a decimal point. The

provenience for artifacts collected during monitoring is their collection date. All zip bags were labeled

with the project location, Rufus King Park, and the provenience.

All ceramic and glass artifacts are considered sherds, unless otherwise noted in the inventory. Ceramic

identifications and date ranges of manufacture for white-bodied refined earthen wares were based on style

of decorations, when available, and are referred to in the inventory as "refined earthenwares". If

identifications were also based on ware type, such as creamware/pearlware/whiteware, then these types

are used as identifiers in the inventory. The inventory of retained artifacts is attached as Appendix C.

9
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RESULTS

A total of 42 shovel tests, 8 shallow tests and 33 probes were performed as part of the fence project.

The actual test locations are depicted on Figures 3 and 4. A summary of the depths, soil colors, textures

and artifact inclusions is attached as Appendix B.

Probes

Three transects of probe lines measuring five feet each were placed crosswise to the fence impacts

between the house and comfort station. The northern two probe transects were designed to crosscut the

former building depicted on the 1842 map. The southern transect was placed slightly to the south to

provide a base line. Locations of the transects are depicted on Figure 3. At the time the probe transects

were conducted, a temporary construction fence which has since been removed was located from the six

inch to about the one foot probes along each transect. This fence line is marked on Figure 5, the results

of the probing.

The average depth of each probe was only 0.52 feet below the ground surface. The deepest any probe

penetrated was 1.14 feet and the shallowest probe only went 0.25 feet. The deeper probes were all

located in proximity to the since removed fence. It seems probable the soil in that area had been softer

due to saturation from rain water dripping off that fence. Whereas, further away from the fence extreme

soil compaction was a limiting factor. Therefore the probe method was deemed unsuccessful and shovel

tests at ten foot intervals were recommended as a testing alternative.

Shovel Tests

Of the 42 shovel tests excavated, the breakdown of their location in relation to the manor house and

comfort station is given in Table 2 and depicted on Figures 3 and 4.

The average depth of all shovel tests was 2.7 feet below ground surface. The typical test contained four

strata; sod, dark loam, mottled clay, and sand (see Appendix B). The sad and dark loam layers represent

the topsoil and grass found throughout most of the project area. It was generally dark brown or very

dark gray brown in color and 0.7 feet thick. The dark brown or dark yellowish brown mottled clay

represents an earlier episode of fill. It was generally 1.2 feet thick. This stratum was often extremely

dry and compacted, particularly to the east of the house where excavation by shovel alone was not

possible in many tests. The contractor used a mechanically powered punch to break through these soils

and enable the shovel tests in these locations to continue through to completion. The dark yellowish

10
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brown or yellowish brown sand deposit is interpreted as the culturally sterile subsoil. It was generally

excavated for down an additional 0.9 feet.

Table 2 Location of Shovel Tests at Rufus King Park
in Relation to the Manor House and Comfort Station

I LOCATION OF SHOVEL TESTS I NUMBER OF TESTS I
North of Manor House 6

West of Manor House 6

South of Manor House 5

East of Manor House 4

North and West of Comfort Station 9

South and West of Comfort Station 12

I TOTAL I 42 I

The area to the east of the house, in addition to containing extremely dry and compacted soils, also

contained numerous tests with buried asphalt paving tiles, over 40% of shovel tests in that area. The

asphalt was generally buried from 0.4 to 0.7 inches below the current ground surface. This finding

helped explain the lack of success of the probing done in that vicinity.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Two tests encountered unmarked utility lines; Shovel Tests 37 and 41. Fortunately, the pipes did not

obscure the tests and both were excavated to the depth of culturally sterile soil. Buried topsoil was noted

in a number of shovel tests located in the eastern half of the project area, east of a line with the house.

It was encountered at an average of 1.1 feet below ground surface in over one-third of the tests. The

implication is that amount of fill covers a large portion of the project impact area. Park activities and

impacts have historically focused on areas east of the manor house, therefore it is not surprising to find

more fill in that part of the project area.

Shallow Tests

A series of shallow tests were placed in the areas of planned impacts from the bluestone walk behind the

house. The depth of each was only eight inches or 0.7 feet. It was expected the depth represented

topsoil and its removal could reveal archaeological features. The close intervals of these tests were

11
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designed to find a relatively small feature such as a cistern. Part of a possible feature was identified in

the base of Shallow Test 103. It was an in situ mortared brick (see Plate I). Although the test was 6.5

feet behind the summer kitchen wing, the relationship of the brick to the rear wall of the summer kitchen

was noticed. The brick seemed to line up with the eastern side of a bricked-up arch in the wall. It is

not known if this relationship is coincidental.

Monitoring

Monitoring had been recommended as a follow up precaution during the contractor's excavations in areas

of low archeological potential as well as to get a wider view of the grading for the two walkways.

Fence, gate and sign post hole excavation was done by mechanical auger (see report cover). A six inch

auger was used for the temporary construction fence and a twelve inch auger for the security fence, gates

and signs. No structural features were identified in any of the auger hole excavations.

I
I
I
I
I

The area of the new plaque, west of the new fence was originally planned for monitoring, but the depth

of impact was reduced to eight inches and was in an area of low archaeological potential, therefore

monitoring was eliminated. Conversely, some areas originally not proposed for monitoring were

monitored. These include the three tree plantings and the signs at the new fence. No archaeological

features were identified during monitoring of construction excavations in these locations either. The same

was the case for the stabilized screenings walk to the north and south of the comfort station.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The only monitored location where a feature was identified was in the bluestone walk behind the summer

kitchen, where a brick was found during excavation of the shallow tests. The same brick, along with

others, was found during monitoring at the base of the excavation (see Plate 2 and Figure 6). Plate 3

shows the hypothesized relationship with the east side of the bricked-up arch in the rear wall of the

summer kitchen.

Artifact Interpretation

Shovel test artifacts were viewed in light of the soil strata from which they came in order to provide dates

of deposition for the major strata identified. This was done by using the artifact inventory (Appendix C)

in conjunction with the shovel test stratigraphy (Appendix B). The data was sorted to yield a terminus

post quem (tpq), the earliest date at which the most modern artifact could have been manufactured. The

tpq is the earliest date which a soil stratum could have been deposited.

12
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The tpq for the dark loam stratum comes from a Zima bottle cap, found in Shovel Test 17 - Stratum 2

which was noted but not retained. Since Zima is a beverage which has only been produced in the last

decade, that is when this soil deposit was placed. This soil layer was most likely associated with the

improvements done in the park around the time of restoration of the manor house. In several tests, the

mottled clay deposit contained plastic pieces of a type manufactured beginning in the I930s. Therefore

this soil type is probably associated with fill placed in the park during improvements done during that

time period or somewhat later. The sand stratum contained at the base of most tests did not contain any

cultural material and was therefore initially interpreted as subsoil. However several tests did include

artifacts in that stratum. All of these tests were located to the east of the house, where greater

disturbance has been documented, therefore it is possible this stratum had been exposed to a large degree

east of the house while in the western part of the project area this stratum may be the actual subsoil.

That being said, the tpq associated with the sand stratum is the early-nineteenth century based on

whiteware and ironstone ceramic sherds recovered from Shovel Tests I, 17, and 42. Based on the finding

associated with the level above the sand and the tpqs associated with artifacts found in the sand strata

itself, it seems most likely this sand represents part of an earlier ground surface, at least in some

locations.

Although evidence of site prehistoric use or occupation was considered a possibility, only one potential

prehistoric artifact was identified during the entire fence project (see Plate 4). The artifact is tentatively

identified as a flake, a byproduct of stone tool manufacture. However this particular piece exhibits only

some characteristics of a flake and its identification as such is therefore dubious. The piece was retained

from Shovel Test 7 - Stratum 5 which was described as a sandy fill deposit and also contained an asphalt

tile, modern glass, and a porcelain bath tile fragment, further confusing its identification as a prehistoric

artifact.

Although a number of artifacts were recovered and retained from the shallow tests done in the footprint

of the bluestone path behind the house, only those from Shallow Test 103 can be interpreted in relation

to the brick feature identified in both that test and from monitoring the mechanical excavation for grading

the walkway. The tpq of that test is the early-nineteenth century based on an ironstone ceramic sherd.

Therefore the fill covering that feature could not predate that time period.

Tnaddition to the provenienced artifacts recovered during systematic archaeological excavations, a number

of artifacts were retained from soils excavated during archaeological monitoring. These are recorded in
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Appendix C by date of recovery. The "X"s on Figures 3 and 4 depict the general locations of recovery

and Table 3 describes recovery dates in relation to the locations.

Table 3 Locations of Artifacts Recovered During
Archaeological Monitoring at Rufus King Park by Recovery Date

RECOVERY MATERIAL RECOVERY LOCATION
DATE RECOVERED

10/16/96 flower pot sherds 6th post hole west on front yard fence

3/19/97 bottle base near 1842 building

ceramic sherds on electrical path near 1842 building

3/20/97 ceramic sherds east of house during leveling for fence post forms

3/24/97 flower pot sherds 7th post hole west on front yard fence

ceramic sherds 11th post hole west on front yard fence

3/25/97 porcelain sherd in front of east window bay during leveling for fence post
forms in front yard

marble on a line between front door and east side of house during
leveling for fence post forms in front yard

whiteware sherd west of front door during leveling for fence post forms in
front yard

ironstone sherd east of house during leveling for fence post forms in east
yard

The only potentially interesting finds recovered during monitoring are eleven fragments of at least six

flower pots from two post holes in the front yard (see Plate 5). Although flower pots have been made

domestically since the early-eighteenth century. they continue to be manufactured today (Ramsay

1939: 128). Therefore it is a stretch to conclude any relationship between this cluster of sherds and Rufus

King, an avocational horticulturist, but the possibility is intriguing.
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DISCUSSION

The previous archaeological report included results of testing in the general vicinity of the fence project.

located in that report's Areas C and D (Grossman 1991). Area C was located to the east of the house

and Area D to the west. No structural remains were found to the east of the house during either the

earlier work or the fence project. Both testing episodes documented fill up to about two feet below

ground surface. However work on the fence project found the earlier ground surface to date from the

early-nineteenth century, not quite as old as was found in the previous testing, but nevertheless applicable

to the Rufus King period of occupation.

The previous archaeological testing identified a privy and a dry-well in Area D, west of the house

(Grossman 1991 .iii). The work done for the fence project was not designed to impact these locations.

Both episodes of testing revealed a low density of cultural material to the west of the house.

It was thought an archaeological feature such as a cistern may have been found behind the house in the

area of the bluestone walk, but it was not. It is known that King had at least one cistern for which he

bought a pump in 1807, as discussed above (Gibson Bauer Associates, Johannson and Walcavage

1985:3.1.2.5). An advantageous research opportunity at the Library of Congress led to the discovery

of a letter handwritten by Rufus King himself in the spring of 1822 from the Senate Chambers to an

unknown person, perhaps the caretaker of his property in Jamaica. He discussed having the property

readied for his return. Among other things, he wrote about having the cistern finished and a pump put

in, implying the cistern was new. This would mean the King property had at least two cisterns. It is

possible one of these cisterns was destroyed during the installation of the central air conditioner unit

located near the northwest corner of the building (see Figure 1). This location would be considered to

have high archaeological potential for containing a cistern or a trash deposit related to the occupants of

the house. The unit was installed during the time of restoration and excavation for it was done without

an archaeological study or the presence of an archaeologist. The workers installing the unit saved a box

of artifacts they recovered during the work and gave them to the King Manor Museum. Unlike the

archaeological collections from this project and from the earlier work which contained fragmentary

artifacts indicative of fill deposits, the artifacts from the air conditioner location were found intact or in

relatively large pieces. The quality and condition of these artifacts is indicative of a contained deposit,

such as the protection found within the fill of a cistern. A cursory examination of this artifact collection

revealed it contained materials which were generally associated with a narrowly defined date range. The
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tpq of the collection is 1894, based on the date on the back of the doll's head. However marked bottles

and dishes all date from the late-19th century through the early-20th century. If the collection were in

fact from a cistern which was filled during the mid 1890s, it may have been able to provide information

on the family of Cornelia King, the last member of the King family to live in the home, as well as on

the cistern structure itself.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEND AnONS

Archaeological testing done in conjunction with the fence project at Rufus King Park revealed information

which can be used to plan future work in the park, as well as leaving some of the archaeological research

questions unanswered. Shovel testing documented about one to two feet of fill around the property, with

the concentration of fill to the east of the house. An earlier ground surface, possibly dating to the Rufus

King period, was identified below the fill in several locations east of the house. A brick feature was

identified behind the summer kitchen section of the house in. the path of the bluestone walk. It is

presumed the feature extends to the south toward the house and is related to the summer kitchen. It was

found at the base of the excavations and will not be disturbed any further by the fence project. No

structural remains associated with a building mapped in 1842 were found during the fence project.

Research questions focussed on several themes; outbuildings, features, landscape, seventeenth-eentury

use, and prehistory. No previously unknown structures or outbuildings were identified during testing.

The only feature identified was the mortared brick feature mentioned above. No other archaeological

features were identified during testing associated with the fence project. This includes a cistern or

landscape features. Although no archaeological features were identified within the project impacts, this

does not mean features could not be found elsewhere on the property. While no features were identified.

numerous ani facts were recovered. The concentration of artifactual material to the east of the house,

contained in stratigraphic dated deposits, indicates a history of more intensive use in that pan of the

propeny dating back to the tenure of Rufus King.

The Archaeological Sensitivity Model report presented the possibility of finding archaeological remains

associated with the seventeenth-century leather tanning industry (Cotz 1984:6). However no such

evidence was found in the areas tested as part of the fence project. Only minimal evidence of site

prehistory was identified in the form of a possible flake. Any interpretation of site prehistoric use based

on this one artifact would be suspect. All that can be said is there is a lack of clear evidence of

prehistoric site use in the areas tested as part of this project at Rufus King Park.

No adverse impacts to archaeological resources will result from the fence project. However, should

cenain key areas identified during this project be disturbed during future work, archaeological testing,

perhaps leading to data recovery, is recommended (see Figures 3 and 4). The key locations, or

sensitivity zones, include the area of the brick feature behind the summer kitchen, as well as the space
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between the two. Although no evidence of the outbuilding mapped in 1842 was found, this is still

considered an archaeologically sensitive area. Should any widespread excavations be planned within the

footprint of that building. physical evidence of its existence and use could be archaeologically

documented. Based on the archaeological testing done as part of the fence project, Rufus King Park.

particularly in the vicinity of the manor house, has the potential to address many of the gaps in the history

of the property and of those who resided there.
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Plate 1 Shallow Test 103. trowel pointing north.
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Plate 2 Remains of mortared brick found during grading for the bluestone walk, trowel
pointing north.
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I Plate 3 Wide shot photograph of the mortared brick remains in the area graded for the
bluestone walk showing its relationship to the exterior wall of the summer
kitchen section of the King manor house.I
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Plate 4 Artifacts retained from Shovel Test 7 - Stratum 5; possible prehistoric flake and
a porcelain tile fragment.
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Plate 5

I
I

Flower pot fragments retained from monitoring fence post excavations in front
of the King manor house.
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REVISED SCOPE OF WORK FOR
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING IN ADVANCE IF

IMPROVEMENTS AT RUFUS KING PARK
JAMAICA, QUEENS, NEW YORK

August 27, 1996

The New York City Department of Parks and Recreation. is planning several improvements at
Rufus King Park which will involve excavations of various types in the vicinity of the Manor House.
These impacts may have the potential to affect archaeological resources. Therefore this scope of work
addresses the potential in specific areas and what and where testing should be performed, prior to
construction excavation, to evaluate for the presence or absence of archaeological resources. All activities
indicated below shall be conducted in a manner consistent with the LPC Guidelines for Archaeology
(1987) and the City Environmental Quality Review Technical Manual (1993). The impacts are as follows
(see highlighted areas on the attached plan):

I
,

I
I
I

1) Installation of a new fence - posts in concrete piers 3' deep and I' wide. 3 gates
will create below ground disturbances 4.5' deep and 3.5' wide.
2) Relocation of a portion of the existing security fence - fence posts will be driven
down about 3' or set in concrete, as soil conditions dictate.
3) Installation of 5 signs - posts will be set in concrete I' wide to a depth of 3.5'
(locations of two signs at the Jamaica Avenue entrances have yet not been determined).
4) Installation of a bluestone on concrete walk behind house - excavated to 8".
5) Installation of a stabilized screenings walk to and from Comfort Station - edging
will reach a depth of 3", walk will be excavated down 1 - 2" and I - 2" of fill added.
6) Planting of three trees west of the house - root ball will be up to 5'.
7) Installation of a placque - base of excavation at 1.5' below pavement, location not yet
known.

I
I
I
I

Several previous archaeological and historic reports were reviewed to determine if or where
archaeological deposits may survive. One consistency among the six reports is that the location and use
of all historic outbuildings is not known (Cotz 1984:8). There IS no information about possible
seventeenth century occupation or use of the site. Cotz suggests evidence of leather tanning from this
period may exist buried "in the rear and side yards" ·(p.6). An early nineteenth century building.
documented to the east of the house, may have served as the original Parks Department comfort station
(Cotz 1984:13. Grossman 1991:9-10). Grossman reevaluated historic map data and placed some depth
probes in the possible location of this building to document the westejn extent. Th~ current plans may
impact the eastern extent of this building as well as the area to its north and south. However, the area
to the south may have had previous below ground disturbances from the installation of an "open sewerage
vault" (Cotz 1984: 14).

I
I
I

The use of the landscape changed under King's tenure to a more intensive working farm which
was maintained, after his death, through the mid-century after which a steady decline was documented
(Cotz 1984: 10). Rufus King was an avid gardener and horticulturist. Gibson Bauer Associates.
Johannsen and Walcavage (GBA/JW) found "no plans for the development of King's land or for the
layout of individual gardens ... nor. .. any evidence that King consulted a ' landscape gardener' .in laying out
the grounds" (3.1.2.7). They go on to say "the area in front of the house became a lawn, and King's
account book mentions 'the lawn west of my house'" (ibid.). The property had an apple orchard prior
to King's purchase. King added other fruit trees and well as a variety of IOGaland other trees and plants
to transform "the property from a working farm to a country manor" (Grossman 1991 :iv, Venables
1989:15-16). However specific locations are not identified.
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The Parks Department has records of utility lines of all types throughout the planned impact
areas, with the concentration to the east ofthe house. Additionally, unmapped utilities are known to exist
in the front of the house (Mary Anne Mrozinski personal communication). Archaeological testing for
the installation of some utilities in the vicinity of the house was done in 1991. None of Grossman's
shovel tests or depth probes were placed in the footprints of the currently planned impacts, although those
to the west of the Comfort Station and those behind the house were close (Grossman 1991:Fig.5).
Grossman placed shovel tests in the rear of the house and found "this section of the site contains only a
low density of historic cultural material" (p.iv). However Grossman also reports the locations of tests
conducted by Greenhouse Consultants, several of which are within the current impact areas. While the
locations of these tests are known, the stratigraphy and artifact data is not available.

The areas of planned impacts have the potential to contain archaeological resources which could
yield information important to the site's history and prehistory, as well as the wider region. Such
archaeological resources could potentially provide answers to the following research questions:

1) Are any previously undocumented buildings. outbuildings, or structures within
the areas of impacts?
2) If so, what are these, where are they located and what was their purpose?
3) Is there any evidence of 17th century uses of the property, most particularly are
there any features or artifacts associated with the tanning industry?
4) Will the planned impacts disturb remains of the eastern side of a known early
19th century building?
5) Are any historic landscape features present?
6) Is the cistern within the areas of planned impacts?
7) How was the landscape used in relation to known buildings, particularly the
Manor House?
8) Do the impact areas contain evidence of prehistoric use'?
9) If so, what type of usage was there and for which time periods?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Many of these questions cannot be answered through the literature, or can only be partially
answered. The following is a brief review of the available documentation compiled into the reports in
the attached bibliography as it applies to the above questions. As discussed above, all of the reports
reviewed indicate the property may contain archaeological remains of buildings for which there is no
documentation (l & 2). Cotz (1984) further speculated that archaeological evidence of leather tanning -
may be found (3). Analysis of the previous archaeological testing in the area of a known early 19th
century building indicates archaeological evidence of this structure may lie below the surface in the area
of planned impact to the east of the house. The use of this building as well as its date of construction
is not known (4). It has been well documented that King was an avid gardener and horticulturist.
However no plans of his gardens exist. Therefore, this data could only be obtained archaeologically (5).
It is known that the King House had a cistern, although the location is unknown. The proposed
archaeological testing could reveal its location and provide information on the residents not available from
other sources (6). The combination of results from the proposed testing could provide data on usage of
the tested areas of the property and compare them with the existing body of data on the Rufus King Park
property (7). Stratified prehistoric archaeological sites are rare. There are no well known documented
prehistoric archaeological sites in Queens. Therefore any data on prehistoric site use or occupation would
be important not only for the site, but for the wider area as well (8 & 9). Although some of the research
questions are fairly general, it is important to consider them given the fact that Rufus King Manor is both
a New York City Landmark and a National Register site.

The recommended testing strategy for the areas of planned impacts includes a combination of
depth probes, shovel testing, and monitoring. The intensity of testing will be higher in areas of highest
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probability and lower in areas of less archaeological potential. No tests will be placed in areas of known
prior disturbance from utility lines. Tests will be located to identify specific resources and answer
appropriate research questions. Questions regarding the historic landscape of Rufus King Park such as
plantings and their locations will not likely be answered by the type of testing within impact areas from
the below ground disturbances created by most of this project. The proposed shovel testing strategy could
identify features associated with leather tanning, if they exist. It could also find the location of the cistern
which GBA/JW reported the existence of (3. 1.2.5). Identification of currently unknown buildings is a
possibility with shovel testing. The use of areas of the historic landscape in relation to living space could
be addressed in a minimal way, should areas of high or low artifact density or differing temporal
assemblages be identified in various sides of the house. No systematic study of prehistoric archaeological
potential has been made for the park. However documentation of stray finds within construction areas
to the south and west of the house was reported (Platt 1991). Although it is not known if these were
from indigenous soils or from fill brought from another location. Grossman found three fragments of
"possible prehistoric ceramic" in the test off the northwest corner of the house (Ap.B, p.8). Therefore
it seem possible that prehistoric artifacts may be found within the park.

Depth probes are recommended for part of the proposed new fence to locate the remains of the
early 19th century building to the east of the house. Like the Grossman testing strategy, lines of probes
will be placed to cross possible building remains. These probe lines will be conducted as shown on the
attached plan. Although Grossman did not draw any conclusions from the results of these probes, it is
an economical approach to possible identification of the former building in this area. Findings from the
probes could also determine if an electrical line, under the footprint of the new fence west of the Comfort
Station, extends south thus obliterating any evidence ofthe historic building foundation within the planned
impacts in that area. Should a previous disturbance be identified, it would extend along the new fence
line from past where it turns toward the Comfort Station heading south to a point east of the cellar door,
effectively eliminating the need for archaeological testing along that portion of the new fence. Should
this not be the case, an increased frequency of shovel tests would be warranted in that area.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Grossman identified a low density of cultural material in the shovel tests conducted to the rear
of the house. Additionally, a low density of material remains from historic occupation would be expected
to the west and south, since these areas reportedly were lawns during the King tenure. This would
encompass the impact area from the new fence to the south of the previously discussed electrical line
disturbance. However, rear yards are historically known for their likelihood of containing archaeological
remains. While Grossman identified a low density of cultural material, his tests were in a line with the
western side of the house rather than in an east-west line behind it. Therefore shovel testing should be
more intensive along the new fence line to the rear of the house, west of the asphalt path, and less
intensive to the front and sides. A fifteen foot testing interval is recommended to the rear of the house
and a twenty-five foot interval to the front and sides. Should the results of these tests be as expected at
the front and sides of the house, with a low density of cultural material and no historic features, no
additional tests will be recommended in the areas of the three tree plantings, the sign or the security fence
in these locations. The excavation for the bluestone walk to the rear of the house may reveal evidence
of the former building extension shown on mid-19th century maps as well as a cistern. A series of close
interval shallow shovel tests is recommended for this area. A line of tests with six foot centers excavated
to 8", the planned impact depth, should be able to find these features if they exist.

Grossman found stratified historic deposits in tests near the Comfort Station. Therefore a higher
intensity of shovel testing is recommended for the new fence and security fence locations from the
Comfort Station north to the asphalt walk and the security fence south from comfort station. However
as the location of the new security fence approaches the southern asphalt path the intensity of testing could
decrease because of the proximity to the front yard where archaeological potential is low. Ten foot
shovel test intervals are recommended in the higher intensity areas with fifteen foot intervals closer to

3



I
I the asphalt path. Although the security fence posts may be driven rather than placed in concrete posts.

because the decision of which method to use will be deferred until work is under way, it is thought best
to test in areas of the security fence where archaeological resources may be disturbed.

I Monitoring of excavations for the stabilized screenings walk to and from the Comfort Station and
the bluestone walk to the rear of the house will be the most efficient way to evaluate those areas. The
extremely shallow disturbances of the stabilized screenings walk will likely contain only modern debris.
The slightly deeper disturbance from the bluestone walk may contain earlier material as well. However,
the clearing or skimming of the surface may reveal evidence of historic landscape features such as trees
or gardens, or remains from Native American occupation. The archaeologist will document any such
features should they be identified.

I
I
I The shovel tests will be about one to one and a half feet in diameter and excavated to the depth

of non-artifact bearing subsoil, or the limit of the methodology, to evaluate the nature of the soils and
the presence or absence of archaeological remains. All soils excavated from the shovel tests will be
screened through 1/4 inch mesh for the recovery of artifacts. Soils, stratigraphy and artifact inclusions
will be recorded on forms. Shovel test locations will be mapped on the site plan. Photodocumentation
and drawings will be done as appropriate. Standard methods of artifact processing, labeling,
identification, evaluation and documentation will be done on the recovered materials.

I
I
I

Within one month of completion of archaeological testing of this Rufus King Park project, the
consultant will provide a written report to the New York City Parks Department and the Landmarks
Preservation Commission setting forth the results of the field testing. The report shall indicate how the
research questions and fieldwork activities described above have been addressed. It shall also include;
a record of stratigraphy within shovel tests, a complete catalogue of artifacts recovered. and an
assessment of the locations of intact archaeological resources for which data recovery, if needed, is
recommended. Map(s) at a scale of I" =20' will be provided indicating results from such investigations
with location investigated using depth probes, shovel testing and monitoring techniques, and showing
locations of archaeological sensitivity with an indication of resource type.

I
I
I

Should any archaeological resources or any soils with the potential to contain archaeological
resources be identified, archaeological mitigation excavations, depth probes or monitoring may be
recommended at that time. Such recommendations would be commensurate with the significance of the
find and potential for impact to the resource. This additional evaluation of archaeological resources
would define their significance and extent within the planned impacts. The consultant would develop a
research design and scope of work for archaeological data recovery, analysis, and curation, based upon
the findings from the documentary record and archaeological field testing. The scope of work would
specify at a minimum:

I
I
I

A) the information important in the prehistory or history of New York City that the
archaeological resources could potentially provide and the research questions the
information could answer;
B) why these research questions cannot be addressed using the existing literature
and/or other resources (and listing the resources consulted);
C) the proposed methods for archaeological mitigation, with an explanation of their
relevance to the research questions;
D) the professional standards that the archaeological team shall use in implementing
the field work, laboratory analysis, and data management; and
E) a written protocol for conservation; curation and disposition of archaeological
collections.

I
I
I
I 4
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I
I

The consultant would then provide a copy of the research design and scope of work for
archaeological data recovery, analysis, and curation to the Parks Department and LPC for review and
approval. After such review and approval, the consultant would implement the research design and scope
of work.

Following completion of the analysis specified in the mitigation research design, and within three
months of completion of field work, the consultant would provide a copy of the final report to the Parks
Department and the LPC for review and approval. The report would indicate how Items A. through E.
above have been addressed. The Parks Department, in consultation with the LPC, would then identify
an appropriate institution in New York City that meets the Department of Interior's requirements of
Curation of Federally Owned and Administered Archaeological Collections (36 CFR Part 79) for
disposition of any significant archaeological materials along with the field and laboratory records.

Should results of this testing program reveal no finding of effect or impact to significant
archaeological remains, then no further archaeological work would be recommended, except for
monitoring of the signs whose locations are yet to be determined. However, because of the possibility
of unknown features or buildings within the Rufus King Park, the contractor should be sensitive to
potential archaeological finds and the archaeologist should be available to document these if they are
encountered. Therefore, the contractor should be obliged to temporarily stop work should any
archaeological features be encountered and shall notify the Parks Department and the LPC and call the
archaeologist to the site. An appropriate course of action shall be decided by the Parks Department in
consultation with the LPC. This may include further archaeological mitigation, photographing and
recording the feature in plan and section, as well as recovering any samples or artifacts associated with
it. Findings from such an on-call response would be prepared by the archaeologist and included in the
final report or an appendix, within three months of completion of the fieldwork.
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Appendix B

Shovel Test Stratigraphy



I
I RUFUS KING PARK

SHOVEL TEST STRATIGRAPHY

I
TEST LEVEL DEPTH MUNSELL COLOR TEXTURE ARTIFACTS

1 0.3 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown sandy loam with turf modern glass, cigarette butt. plastic. colt 45 cap
2 0.8 10YR3/3 dark brown dry compact clay silt modern glass. plastic. 1974 penny. ceramics

I 3 1.4 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown gravelly clayey silt ceramic. nail. brick frags, modern glass
4 1.7 10YR4/4 dark yellOWish brown silty sand
5
6

I 2 1 0.4 10YR3/3 dark brown silty topsoil with sod plastic. glass marble. rubik's cube plece
2 12 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown stoney silt brick frags. shell. ceramic. metal
3 2.1 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown stonier sand silt metal, glass to 1.7 and nothlng below

I 4
5
6

I 3 1 0.4 10YR3/3 dark brown pebbly silty soil plastic. modern glass. pull tab. brlck frags
2 O.g 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown silty soi 1 modern glass. brick frags
3 13 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown compact gravelly silt

I 4 1.8 7.5YR4/4 brown gravelly sandy silt
5
6

I 4 1 0.1 wood chips plastic
2 14 10YR3/3 dark brown compact dry rocky silt modern glass.brick frags. coal frags. asphalt
3 18 10YR5/8 yellowish brown mottled compact silt
4 2.5 7.5YR4/6 strong brown compact clayey silt

I 5
6

I 5 1 0.4 10YR3/3 dark brown very compact silt loam modern glass
2 0.8 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown cl ayey si lt asphalt. modern class. shell frags. brick frag
3 1.0 asphalt
4 1.9 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown rocky sandy loam pipe stem. amber glass

I 5 2.9 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown coarse sand
6

6 1 0.6 10YR3/4 dark brown gravelly silt with sod modern glass, modern nail

I 2 2.8 10YR4/3 brown ashpalt over silt loam plastic, asphalt. glass
3 3.1 10YR5/B ye 11owi sh brown coarse sand modern glass
4
5

I 6

7 1 0.3 10YR3/4 dark yellowish brown silty topsoi 1 modern glass, plastic, wood veneer

I 2 0.9 10YR312 very dark gray brown silty loam nails, plastic. modern glass. brick frags. asphalt
3 1.1 10YR51l gray dry silty sand plastic. modern glass. nail. concrete
4 14 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown s11ty sand pop top. birck frags. reinforced glass. fiberglass
5 2.3 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown sandy fill asphalt tile, modern glass

I 6 3.0 lOYR312 very dark gray brown loamy cloy

8 1 0.2 10YR3/3 dark brown silty loam modern glass. balloon, ceramic
2 0.8 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown dry compact clay silt asphalt. concrete. modern glass

I 3 1.5 10YR4Jl dark gray stoney silty loam asphalt/concrete. modern glass. plastic, wood chip
4 2.1 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown stoney sandy silt ceramic. modern glass, brick frags. mortar. coal
5

I
6

I 1



I
I RUFUS KING PAAK

SHOVEL TEST STRATIGRAPHY

I
TEST LEVEL DEPTH MUNSELL COLOR TEXTURE ARTIFACTS

9 1 0.6 10YR3/4 dark yellowish brown silty top soil plastic. metal, shell edge pearlware
2 0.7 10YR5/6 yellowish brown mottled silt ceramic

I 3' 1.5 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown organi c soil gl ass
4
5
6

I 10 1 0.1 wood chips
2 0.7 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown pebbly compact soil modern glass, brick frags
3 1.6 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown compact silt modern glass, brick frags. ceramic

I 4 3.2 1DYR4/4 dark yellowish brown gravelly silt shell, brick frags, window glass. metal, ceramlC
5
6

I 11 1 0.4 10YR3/3 dark brown sandy loam modern glass
2 0.7 organic with wood chip modern glass
3 0.9 10YR3/3 dark brown silty loam glass marble

I 4 1.9 1DYR4/3 brown/dark brown silty loam shell frag, coal frag, glass. nail
5 2.2 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown sandy silt
6

I 12 1 0.3 10YR5/2 grayish brown sandy with wood chips modern glass, plastic
2 0.4 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown mottled silty soil plastic. modern glass
3 1.6 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown shell frag, modern glass, ceramic. flower pot
4 1.9 1DYR3/4 dark yellowish brown silty soil with roots

I 5
6

I
13 1 0.5 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown silty loam balloon frag, modern glass. nicke1

2 0.9 IDYR3/3 dark brown very compact soil modern glass, candy wrapper
3 2.4 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown dry sandy silt brick frag. modern glass. flower pot. ceramic
4 3.0 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown sandi er si1t flow blue ceramic

I 5
6

14 1 0.5 lOYR3/4 dark yellowish brown st lty sod modern glass. asphalt

I 2 0.7 10YR5/1 gray compact st lt mirror. ceramic
3 1.0 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown silt asphalt. brick frag. modern glass. nail. ceramic
4 2.0 10YR3/3 dark brown sandy silt
5 2.3 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown sandy silt

I 6

15 1 0.1 sad modern glass

I
2 1.1 10YR3/3 dark brown compact silty soil modern glass, mortar. brick frag
3 2.1 10YR3/4 dark yellowish brown silt
4
5

I 6

16 1 0.3 turf modern 91ass
2 0.9 lOYR4/2 dark gray brown compact clayey silt plastic. modern glass. flower pot. nail

I 3 2.9 IDYR4/3 brown/dark brown pebbly silt she11 frag, ceramic. glass. brick frag
4 3.2 10YR4/3 brown/dark brawn pebbly silty soil
5

I
6

I 2



I
I RUFUS KING PAAK

SHOVEL TEST STRATIGRAPHY

I TEST LEVEL DEPTH MUNSELL COLOR TEXTURE AATIFACTS

17 1 0.2 sad
2 0.4 10YR3/3 dark brown organic silty loam Zima cap. modern glass. plastic

I 3 1.0 asphalt
4 3.0 lOYR4/4 dark yellowish brown coarse sand brick frag. modern glass. ceramic
5
6

I 18 1 02 sod
2 0.9 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown dry silty loam nail

I
3 1.2 asphalt
4 2.2 lOYR3/3 dark brown clayey loam ceramic. brick frag?
5 2.7 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown sandy clay
6

I 19 1 1.0 lOYR4/3 brown/dark brown silt covered with sad glass, asphalt
2 1.4 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown gravelly coarse sand
3 2.5 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown pebbly silty sand ceramic. metal

I 4
5
6

I 20 1 0.6 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown loam under sad flower pot. ceramic. glass
2 2.2 10YR3/6 dark yellowish brown compact silty sand glass
3 2.9 10YR3/3 dark brown loamy

I
4 3.4 10YRS/6 yel lowtsh brown silty loam
5
6

I 21 1 0.5 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown silty loam under sad crack vile
2 1.1 10YR3/3 dark brown compact sandy silt asphalt. shell frags. flower pot. modern glass
3 3.1 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown silty sand
4

I 5
6

22 1 0.3 10YR3/1 very dark gray organic loam with sod coal, modern glass. plastic wrap. beer caps

I 2 1.1 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown stony silty loam ceramic. nai1. glass. coal
3 2.4 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown moist silty sand
4 3.2 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown moist stony silty sand

I
5
6

23 1 O.B lOYR3/3 dark brown sad with top soil modern glass. plastic

I 2 2.1 10YR3/4 dark yellowish brown mottled silty soi1 brick, ceramic, glass
3 2.9 10YR3/4 dark brown gravelly sandy silt
4 2.9 10YR5/6 yellowish brown sand
5

I 6

24 1 0.2 7.5YR2/3 very dark brown silty loam modern glass
2 3.0 1OYR3 14 dark yellowish brown silty soda caps

I 3 1.2 7.5YR2/3 very dark brown si1ty plastic wrap. ceramic. soda caps
4 1.9 10YR4/4 dark yellOWish brown mottled silty soil modern glass
5 2.8 10YR3/4 dark yelloWish brown sandy silt

I
6

I 3



I
I RUFUS KING PARK

SHOVEL TEST STRATIGRAPHY

I TEST LEVEL DEPTH MUNSELL COLOR TEXTURE ARTIFACTS

25 1 0.2 10YR212 very dark brown silty loam ceramic
2 0.9 10YR3/3 dark brOl-.Tl compact silt shell. bathroom tile. modern glass. coal. asphalt

I 3 1.3 lOYR4/4 dark ye110wish brown compact mottled silt ceramic
4 1.7 10YR3/3 dark brown sandy clay
5 2.1 7.5YR4/4 brown coarse silty sand
6

I 26 1 0.6 10YR3/3 dark brown sad with top soil coal. modern glass
2 1.1 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown matt 1ed silt ceramic. nail. glass

I
3 2.8 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown stony clay
4 3.0 10YR5/8 yellowish brown gravelly sand
5
6

I 27 1 0.3 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown sod with topsoil modern glass. plastic. nail. brick frag. coal
2 0.9 10YR3/3 dark brown mottled silty loam window glass. ceramic
3 1.3 10YR3/4 dark yellowish brown mottled clayey silt ceramic

I 4 2.1 lOYR4J4 dark yellowish brown moist clayey silt
5 3.0 10YR4J6 dark yellowish brown gravelly sand
6

I 28 1 0.4 10YR2/2 very dark brown silty loam modern glass. brick. plastic. shell
2 0.9 10YR3/3 dark brown silt shell
3 2.6 10YR3/6 dark yellowish brown' mottled clayey silt

I
4 2.9 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown coarse sand
5
6

I 29 1 0.3 lOYR2/2 very dark brown silty loam plastic
2 1.4 lOYR3/4 dark yellowish brown cl ayey silt
3 2.2 10YR5/6 ye 11owi sh brown coarse clayey sand
4 2.4 10YR5/6 yellowish brown dry cl ayey sand

I 5
6

30 1 0.5 10YR4/3 brown/dark brown sad with topsoil foil. modern glass

I 2 1.5 lOYR3/2 very dark gray brown mottled gravelly silt
3 25 lOYR3/6 dark yellowish brown gravelly sand
4

I
5
6

31 1 0.3 lOYR2/2 very dark brown sod with topsoil nai 1

I 2 1.4 lOYR3/4 dark yellowish brown pebbley clayey silt
3 2.4 lOYR3/4 dark ye1lowish brown pebbley silt
4 2.9 7.5YR4J6 strong brown sand
5

I 6

32 0.3 lOYR2/2 very dark brown silty loam plastic wrap1
2 1.9 10YR3/6 yellowish brown mottled pebbley silt

I 3 3.1 7.5YR5/8 strong brown pebbley silt
4 3.4 7.5YR5/8 strong brown coarse sand
5

I
6

I 4



I
I RUFUS KING PARK

SHOVEL TEST STRATIGRAPHY

I TEST LEVEL DEPTH MUNSELL COLOR TEXTURE ARTIFACTS

33 1 0.7 10YR4/2 dark grayish brown sod with topsoil modern glass. ceramic
2 2.0 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown mottled compact silt

I 3 2.6 lOYR4/6 dark yellowish brown pebbley sand
4
5
6

I 34 1 0.3 lOYR3/2 very dark gray brown sod with topsoil brick. modern glass
2 0.8 lOYR3/3 dark brown sandy loam modern glass. nail. ceramic

I
3 2.2 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown mottled sandy clay
4 2.8 10YR4/6 dark yellowish brown sand
5
6

I 35 1 1.3 lOYR4/2 dark grayish brown sad with topsoil shell. plastiC. modern glass. ceramic
2 3.0 lOYR4/4 dark yellowish brown mottled sandy silt
3 0.0

I 4
5
6

I 36 1 0.3 10YR2I2 very dark brown silty loam pu 11 tab. nail
2 1.5 lOYR3/6 dark yellowish brown mottled silt modern glass. pipe stem
3 2.8 7.5YR4/6 strong brown sandy silt

I
4 30 7.5YR5/8 strong brown coarse sand
5
6

I 37 1 0.3 10YR3/3 dark brown sod with topsoil modern glass. brick. celophane wrapper
2 0.7 lOYR3/2 very dark gray brown sandy loam modern glass. coal
3 1.4 10YR3/3 dark brown mottled clayey sand coal. plastic
4 2.4 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown stony silty sand

I 5
6

38 1 1.2 10YR3/3 dark brown sad with topsoil modern glass. paper

I 2 1.9 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown mottled silty clay
3 3.2 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown gravelly clayey sand
4

I
5
6

39 1 0.2 sad with wood chips modern glass. cigarette butts

I 2 0.4 lOYR3/3 dark brown silty loam brick
3 0.8 10YR3/1 black organic loam asphalt. coal. shell. bottle glass. nail. brick
4 1.2 IDYR4/4 dark yellowish brown mottled silty clay
5 2.6 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown mottled silty clay shell. ceramic

I 6 3.0 lOYR4/4 dark yellowish brown silty sand

40 1 0.1 sad
2 0.4 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown silty loam asphalt. styrofoam

I 3 0.8 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown asphalt in silty loam plastic
4 1.2 lOYR3/2 very dark gray brown silty loam modern glass. shell. plastic. metal
5 2.3 IDYR4/4 dark ye110wish brown mottled silty sand faunal bone

I
6 3.2 7.5YR4/4 brown stoney clayey sand

I 5



I
I RUFUS KING PAAK

SHOVEL TEST STRATIGRAPHY

TEST LEVEL DEPTH MUNSELL COLOR TEXTURE AATIFACTS

I 41 1 0.2 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown sad with topsoil modern glass
2 0.7 lOYR3!J dark brown dry clayey silt styrofoam. modern glass. brick frag

I
3 1.2 10YR312 very dark gray brown silty loam brick frag. coal. plastic. slag. nails. ceramlC
4 1.4 lDYR3/3 dark brown silty laom charcoal. slag. brick. mortar. metal. nail
5 2.4 10YR3/3 dark brown silty loam shell. slag. brick
6 3.2 lDYR4/6 dark yellowish brown moist clayey sand

I 42 1 D.2 1DYR3/2 very dark gray brown sod with topsoil modern glass
2 0.5 10YR3/3 dark brown silty loam cermaic. faunal bone
3 1.0 lOYRS/4 yell owi sh brown mottled silty clay ceramic. glass

I 4 1.7 10YR3/3 dark brown clayey silt shell. metal. glass. plastic. ceramic. brick. bone
5 2.2 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown clayey sand ceramic
6 3.D 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown coarse stoney sand

I 100 1 0.4 10YR3/3 dark brown sad with topsoil wire. modern glass
2 0.7 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown sandy silt
3 O.D

I
4
5
6

I 101 1 0.2 sod coal
2 0.8 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown silty sand coal. modern glass. ceramic
3 0.0
4

I 5
6

102 1 0.3 10YR2/2 very dark brown silty loam plastic

I 2 0.7 lOYR4/6 dark yellowish brown mottled silt shell
3 0.0
4

I
5
6

103 1 0.3 IDYR212 dark brown silty loam

I 2 0.8 IDYR4/6 dark yellowish brown silt brick. mortar. ceramic. nail
3 0.0
4
5

I 6

104 1 0.3 sad modern glass
2 0.7 10YR3/3 dark brown sandy loam brick. mortar

I 3 0.8 10YR3/3 dark brown silty sand brick. mortar
4
5

I
6

105 1 D.5 lOYR3/3 dark brown sod with topsoil
2 0.8 lOYR311 very dark gray ashy silty sand

I 3 0.0
4
5
6

I
6

I
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I RUFUS KING PARK

SHOVEL TEST STRATIGRAPHY
TEST LEVEL DEPTH MUNSELL COLOR TEXTURE ARTIFACTS

106 1 0.1 10YR2/2 very dark brown silty loam
2 0.4 IDYRJ/4 dark yellowish brown silt brick , mail
3 0.6 10'lR2/2 very dark brown silty brick
4 0.7 10YR3/2 very dark gray brown coarse sand asphalt
5
6

107 1 0.4 lOYR3/2 very dark gray brown sod with topsoil brick. modern glass. paint chip. ceramic
2 0.6 1DYR3/3 dark brown sandy loam modern glass. asphalt. cement
3 0.7 10YR4/4 dark yellowish brown silty sand modern glass. mi1k glass
4
5
6

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Appendix C

Artifact Inventory



I
Page No. 1

I ARTIFACT INVENTORY FOR RUFUS KING PARK ARCHAEOLOGICAL TEST1NG

CONTEXT MATERIAL IDENTITY FORM # WT-g COLOR DESCRIPTION DATE RANGE

ISHOVEL TEST 1
1. 3 Ceramic ironstone 5 white early 19thC -present
1. 3 Ceramic porcelain rim 1 white11.3 Ceramic earthenware 3 buff Rockingham type 1830-c.1900
1. 3 Metal copper penny 1 1974 1974
1 3 Plastic dog toy 2 pink game piece 1940s-present

I: , Ceramlc creamware 1 white 1762-1820
.. Ceramic creamware rim 1 white 1762-1820
~ Ceramic ironstone 4 white early 19thC.-present11. 4

Ceramic pearlware 4 white 1779-1820+
1. 4 Ceramic pearlware rim 1 white 1779-1820+
L 4 Metal iron 1 square shank. badly corroded

II SHOVEL TEST 2
2 1 Ceramic refined earthenware 1 white annular type blue interior. 1795-19305

white exterlor glaze
Z. 1 Gl ass bottle 1 clear blue lettering "E CT DEiCA R" 1920s-present

I~'1 Glass curved 1 clear modern
t.. 1 Glass curved 1 green modern
2. 1 Glass curved 1 clear textured goose bump exterlor.

modern12. 1 Gl ass marble 1 clear/orange 1901-present
2. 1 Gl ass mil k 1 white 1890s-1960s+
2. 1 Metal iron nai 1 1 round shank. corroded ca.1890-presentI:' Plastic Rubik's cube 1 bl ack 1970s-present

<: CeramlC brick 1 35 red
2. 2 Ceramic ir-onstone 2 white early 19thC.-presentI2. 2 Ceramic whiteware footring 1 white early 19th C.-1900+
2. 2 Metal iron nail 2 square shank. badly corroded 1798-ca.1890
2. 2 Metal iron 1 square shank. badly corroded12 2 Shell clam 2 5

2 3 Glass flat 1 clear
2. 3 Metal iron nail ? 3 square shank. badly corroded 179B-ca. 1890

ISHOVEL TEST 4
4. 2 Plastic bottl e 1 white aspirin type with safety closure 1941-present

I:'-;CJVElTEST 5
~. 1 Glass bottle base 1 clear ridged resting point, concentric late 19th c.-prese~t

embossed circles

I5. 4 Ceramic kaolin pipe stem 1 white
5. 4 Glass curved 1 amber beer bottle type

ISHOVEL TEST 6
6. 3 Glass curved 1 green modern
6. 3 Glass curved 1 amber beer bottle type
6. 3 Metal aluminum tab 1 from beverage can 1970s-present

I6. 3 Slag 1 <5

SHOVEL TEST 7
7 2 Ceramic brick 1 5 red

I7. 2 Metal & Plastic nail 1 round shank nail with white 1941-present
plastic nut?

I

---•.~
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ARTIFACT INVENTORY FOR RUFUS KING PARK ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING

CONTEXT MATERIAL IDENTITY FORM # WT-g COLOR DESCRIPTION DATE PMGE

17.2 Plastic cap 1 clear embossed "LIFT BAIL/57/PULL 1941-present
olIT15"

I~3 Plastic rim 1 clear slight patina 1930s-present
3 Metal iron nai 1 1 round shank, corroded ca .1890 -present
.3 Metal iron nail 1 square shank, badly corroded 1798-Cil .1890

17 ~. Metal alloy tack 1 corroded

4 Glass light bulb 1 clear
7. 4 Glass & Metal window 1 clear reinforced plate glass

17
.
4 Metal aluminum bottle cap 1 corroded

7. 4 Metal alloy hardware plate 1 10 1/2" x 5" with two squares
folded out of the middle for
holes. I" and 7/8-

I~5 Ceramic parcel ain tile 1 white- Stone flake? 1o

IS~OVEL TEST 8
8. 1 Ceramic earthenware tile 1 white tin glaze one side. embossed on

other "MA" "DE"?

18.3 Glass bottle finish 1 green wine type. machine made late 19th c. -present
8. 3 Glass milk tile 1 white back side textured 18905 -19605+

18 4 Ceramic creamware 1 white 1762-1820

S'-;j'jELTEST 9
S. 1 Ceramic pearlware 1 white green shell edge mld 1770~-1840s

19 1 Glass curved 1 green modern
9 1 Metal iron 1 round shank fragment

I; 2 Ceramic ironstone ti 1e 2 white bathroom type; mends early 19thC.-present
2 Plastic bead? 1 blue 1930s-present

9 2 Plastic flat 1 aqua 1930s-present

I;' 3 Ceramic whiteware rim 1 white early 19th C. -1900+
3 Coal 1

1 3 Glass curved 1 amber
3 Glass curved 1 amber textured exterior

I" 3 Glass bottle base 1 amber beer type. machine made, ridged late 19th c. -present:J

resting point, embossed heel "SE
DON'T, ..ER", base

19.3
"10/31/89<motif>"

Glass curved 1 green
9. 3 Glass curved 1 clear
9. 3 Glass milk til e 1 white textured one side 1890s -1960s+

II SHOVEL TEST 10
ironstone 1 white early 19thC -present10 3 Ceramic

10. 3 Glass curved 1 clear modern

I10. 4 Ceramic brick 2 <5 red
10 4 Ceramic creamware rim 1 white 1762-1820

I
10. 4 Metal copper tack 1 furniture type
10. 4 Metal iron hardware 2 hook?, badly corroded

I
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ARTIFACT INVENTORY fOR RUFUS KING PARK ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING

CONTEXT MATERIAL IDENTITY FORM # WT-g COLOR DESCRIPTION DATE RANGE

ISHOVEL TEST 11
11. 3 Gl ass marble blue swirled 1901-present

Ill. 4 Glass curved 1 aqua vi al?
11. 4 Metal iron nail 1 square shank. badly corroded 1798~ca. 1890
11. 4 Metal iron 1 square shank fragment

I~::>/EL TEST Y
porcelain base 1 white blue interior. white exteriorc!.. 3 Ceramlc

glaze
112. 3 Ceramic redware fl ower pot 1

12. 3 Ceramic refined earthenware 1 white blue annular exterior glaze 1795-19305

SHOVEL TEST 13

I13. 1 Metal copper alloy nickel 1 1961 1961

13. 3 Ceramic redware flower pot rim 1 red
13. 3 Ceramic creamware 2 white 1762-1820

I13. 3 Ceramic pearlware rim 1 white blue underglaze decoration 1779-1820+
interior

13. 3 Ceramic redware 1 red manganese glaze interior. late 17th- late 19thC

I
unglazed exterior

13. 3 Glass curved 1 amber slight patina
, . 4 Ceramic creamware spal l 1 white 1762-1820

I 4 Ceramic pearlware 2 white blue underglaze decoration. 1779-1820+
mends

SHOVEL TEST 14

I14. 1 Glass bottle base green soda type. embossed heel "BW-" . late 19th c.-present
ridged resting point

14. 1 Glass bottle finish 1 amber machine made. screw top 1889-present

I14. 2 Ceramic creamware 1762-1820

14. 3 Ceramic creaiTh'Jare rim 1 white 1762-1820

I 14. 3 Ceramic refined earthenware rim 1 white burned ca.1800-present
14. 3 Metal iron nai 1 3 square shank fragments. badly 1798-ca.1890

corroded

ISHOVEL TEST 16
15 2 Ceramic redware flower pot rim 1 red
-,' 2 Glass bottle base 1 clear machine made. embossed "TLE" late 19th c,-present
E.2 Metal iron 1 badly corroded

I 16. 3 Ceramic brick 5 10 red
16. 3 Ceramic crealllflare 1 white 1762-1820

I 16. 3 Ceramic pearlware 1 white brown and blue hand painted 1810-1835
underglaze interior

16. 3 Ceramic pearlware 1 white 1779-1820+
16. 3 Ceramic whiteware 2 white mends early 19th c. -1900+

I 16. 3 Glass flat 2 pale aqua
16. 3 Metal iron nail 1 square shank. badly corroded 1798-ca.1890

16. 4 Ceramic pearlware 1 white glaze spalled 1779- 1820+

I 16. 4 Ceramic whiteware 1 white glaze spalled early 19th C. ~1900+

I
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CONTEXT MATERIAL

~HOVEL TEST 17
17. 4 Ceramic

IDENTITY

ARTIFACT INVENTORY FOR RUFUS KING PARK ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING
OESCR IPTI ONFORM # WI -g COLOR DATE PJl.NGE

early 19th [.-1900+

IHOVEL TEST 18
8. 2 Metal

" 4 CeramicII· 4 Ceramic

~.,O\/~LTEST 19119 1 Glass

19. 3 Ceramic119. 3 Ceramic

19 3 Metal

IISHOVEL TEST 20
20. 1 Ceramic
20. 1 Ceramic120. 1 Glass

20. 2 Glass

15~O\f;LTEST .22
. .: _ Cer-amic
-,-Z 2 Ceramic
22. 2 Glass

122.2 Glass
22. 2 Glass
22. 2 Glass
22 2 Metal

122.2 Metal
22. 2 Metal

II 22 2 Plastic

SHOVEL TEST 23
23. 2 Ceramic

II 23 2 Ceramic
23. 2 Glass

II S~G/EL TEST 24
2': 3 Ceramic

II SHOVEL TEST 26
26. 2 Ceramic
26. 2 CeramicII 26. 2 Ceramic

26. 2 Ceramic

I
26. 2 Ceramic
26. 2 Ceramic
26. 2 Ceramic

I

whiteware

iron

pearlware

creamware
pearlware

iron

creamware
redware

ironstone
whiteware

alloy
iron
iron/copper

creamware

pearlware ?

creamware
ironstone
pearlware

pearl ware
redware
redware
redware

nail

brick

bottle base

rim

nail

1
flower pot 1
curved 1

drinking base/sidel

rim ?
curved
curved
fl at
hardware ?
washer ?
nail
hardware

curved

brick

bottle base

rim

flower pot

1 white

1

1 <5
3

red
white

3 clear

1
1

white
white

1

white
red
clear

clear

2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

white
white
green
amber
blue
black

1 orange

1 90
1
1

red
white
clear

1 white

5
1
2

white
white
white

2
2
1
1

white
red
red
red

square shank. badly corroded

machine made. ovoid. textured
bottom. mends

hand painted blue underglaze
decoration interlor
square shank. badly corroded

tumbler? faceted exterior side

partially burned; mends

modern. soda bottle type
modern. beer bottle type
white paint stripe one slde
mends
3/8" diameter
square shank. badly corroded
parallelogramic shape. 7/8"
long. corroded

machine made, ridged resting
point. embossed "21"

blue transfer print both sides.
. slightly burned

blue shell edge; scalloped;
impressed lines: mends

glaze spalled
manganese specks in clear glaze

1798·ca.1890

1779-1820"

late 19th c. 'present

1762-1820
1779-1820+

1798-ca.1890

1762-1820

early 19thC.-present
early 19th [,-1900+

1798-ca .1890

c.1930-present

1762-1820
late 19th c. 'present

1783-ca.1900

1762 ·1820
early 19thC.-present
mi d .1770s -1860

1779-1820+
late 17th·late 19thC
late 17th-late 19thC
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I ARTIFACT INVENTORY FOR RUFUS KING PARK ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING

CONTEXT MATERIAL IDENTITY FORM # wr·g COLOR DESCRIPTION DATE RANGE

125.2 Ceramic whiteware 3 white early 19th C ·1900~
26. 2 Ceramic stoneware 1 red gray exteri or. sl ip interior early 18thC.-present
26. 2 Glass curved 3 green slight patinaI~~'2

Glass curved 1 clear modern
~o 2 Metal iron nai 1 1 square shank. badly corroded 1798-cd .1890

."..~·JELTEST 2712;.1 Metal iron nail 1 square cut. badly corroded 1798-ca.1890
27. 1 Plastic rim 1 pink 1930s-present

27. 2 Ceramic refined earthenware spall 2 white ca.1BOO·present127. 2 Glass fl at 1 clear

27 3 Ceramic whiteware rim 1 white early 19th C.·1900+

I:'~(}'JELTEST 31
~1. 1 Metal iron nail 1 square shank. badly corroded 1798-cd 1B90

ISHOVEL TEST 33
33. 1 Ceramic parcel ain rim 1 white blue hand painted interior rim

I
SHOVEL TEST 34
34 2 Ceramic ironstone 1 white early 19thC.-present

2 Metal iron nail 1 square shank. badly corroded 179B-ca.1890

I . .JELTEST 35
cc . 1 Ceramic creamware 1 white 1752-1820

SHOVEL TEST 36

I36. 1 Metal iron nail 1 badly corroded

36. 2 Ceramic kaolin pipe stem 1 white

1SHOVEL TEST 37
37. 3 Plastic hardware? 2 white mends 1930s-present

I
SHOVEL TEST 39
39. 3 Glass curved 1 clear
39. 3 Metal iron nail 1 round shank. corroded ca1890-present

I39. 5 Ceramic stoneware 1 buff brown exterior. unglazed early 18thC.-present
interior

S+:J':'IVELTEST 40

I~.. 4 Glass milk 1 white embossed flora 1 exterior 1890s -19605+
40. 4 Metal iron hardware? 2 badly corroded

I
40. 5 Bone cow rib B fragments likely from the same

rib

SHOVEL TEST 41

I41. 3 Ceramic refined earthenware 2 white ca. 1800 -present
41. 3 Concrete 1 190
41. 3 Metal iron nail 1 square shank. badly corroded 1798-ca.1890
41. 3 Metal iron nail 1 round shank. badly corroded ca. 1890 -present

I41. 3 Metal 1 badly corroded: unidentifiable

I
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CONTEXT MATERIAL

II41. 4 Ceramic
41. 4 Metal
41. 4 MetalII41 4 Mortar

41. 5 Ceramic

IIt, 5 Concretion

> :;.~L TEST 42

I~2. 2 Bone
42. 2 Ceramic

I
42. 3 Ceramic
42. 3 Ceramic
42. 3 Glass

I42. 4 Bone
42. 4 Ceramic
'::2. 4 Ceramic

4 Glass

I 4 Plastic

~2. 5 Ceramic

II SHOVEL TEST 101
101. 2 Ceramic

ISHOVEL TEST 103
103. 2 Ceramic
103. 2 Ceramic
103. 2 Ceramic

I103. 2 Metal
103 2 Mortar

ISHOVEL TEST 104
104. 3 Ceramic
104. 3 Mortar

ISHOVEL TEST 107
107. 1 Metal

I
107. 2 Asphalt
~ 1:';- 2 Concrete
.o: . 2 Glass

I

ARTIFACT INVENTORY FOR RUFUS KING PARK ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING

IDENTITY FORM # WT -s COLOR DESCRIPTION DATE RANGE

brick 1 50 red
iron hardware ? 1 round disk shape. badly corroded
iron 1 square shank fragment, corroded

1 10 white

brick 1 915 red half: hand made: trace of white
on edge: 2 lIB" x 3 1/2" x ?

1 5 white

rodent ? femur· 1
pearlware 2 white

refined earthenware 1 white spall
white granite 1 white

curved 1 green slight patina

cow molar 2 mends
brick 1 340 red

crearrrware 3 white
curved 1 green slight patina
straw 1 blue & white

whiteware 1 white

pearl ware 1 white

ironstone
porcelain
iron

brick
base

5 5 red
1 white
1 white
1
1 30

1 125 red
1 5 white

1

1 20
1 45
1 green modern. embossed "ML ("

nail square shank, badly corroded
sample

brick

conglomerate

bottle

TOTAL ARTIFACTS RECOVERED FROM SHOVEL TESTS 265 - 1900 grams

I
I
I

1779-1820+

ca.laOo-present
1840s-c.1900

1762-1820

1930-present

early 19th C. -1900

1779-1820+

early 19thC.-prese

1798-ca .1890

1867-present
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CONTEXT MATERIAL

ICOLLECTION DATE
10/16/96 Ceramic

110/16/96 Ceramic
10/16/96 Ceramic

I':.~.ECTION DATE
: :9/97 Ceramic

02. ~9/97 Ceramic
03/19/97 Glass

II COLLECTION DATE

I
03/20/97 Ceramic
03/20/97 Ceramic

COLLECTION DATE

I03/24/97 Ceramic
03/24/97 Ceramic
03/24/97 Ceramic

ICOLLECTION DATE
03/25/97 Ceramic
-c ~5/97 Ceramic

I
..» :!5/97 Cerami c

03/25/97 Glass

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ARTIFACT INVENTORY FOR RUFUS KING PARK ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING

IDENTITY FORM # COLOR DESCRIPTION

redware fl ower pot 1 red
redware flower pot base 2 red
redware flower pot rim 6 red

pearl ware 1 white
redware 1 red

bottle base 1 green

two different vessels
six different vessels

blue transfer print exterior
white slip interior
empontilled push-up; 3 3/4"
diameter

pearl ware
refined earthenware

1 white
1 white

blue transfer print exterior
blue transfer print

redware
redware
whiteware

flower pot
flower pot base
rim

1 red
1 red
1 white blue transfer print rim

DATE RANGE

1725-present
1725-present
172S-present

c .1795-1640
1750-1875
c.1740-1820s

c.1795-1640
1783-c.1900

1725-present
1725-present
early 19th C.-1900+

ironstone 1 white molded exterior decoration early 19th C-presen
porcelain rim 1 white orange banded interior; burned
whiteware lid 1 white brown glaze decoration on early 19th C. -1900+

exterior
marble 1 clear white inclusions with green hue I901-present

TOTAL ARTIFACTS RECOVERED FROM COLLECTION 21

TOTAL ARTIFACTS RECOVERED FROM FENCE CONTRACT 286 - 1900 grams


